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1. Attach the base plate to the bottom frame segment, using the (2) 3/8" bolts. A 7/32" hex key has been included for this 
purpose. Be sure that the (2) protective plastic washers are inserted between the top of the base plate and the bottom 
of the frame segment.

2. Insert the (2) side frame segments into the bottom frame segment, followed by the top frame segment onto the sides. 
Using the (4) M5 flat-head socket cap screws and the #3 hex key, tighten the screws until they are firmly secured 
against the tapered ends of the middle segment.

3. Install the banner by slipping fabric sleeve over the frame.

4. Velcro tabs connect opposite sides of banner underneath lower bar.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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EXTERIOR STANDEE 

Please note the following items which will help keep your display in the best possible condition.

 + The outdoor standee display is designed for exterior 
use in sheltered environments such as lifestyle 
entrances, store entrances and shopping areas. It is 
not intended for open environments such as parking 
lots or roadsides.

 + The 60” H x 36” W display has been rated for a 25 
MPH wind load. If conditions exceed 25 MPH please 
move the display to a less windy environment.

 + When relocating the fully assembled display,   
be sure use a common hand cart or dolly to transport 
the 50 lb. base.

 + When the frame is not in use, it is best to store completely assembled.  
This helps with material wear and the potential loss of components.

 + To order fabric prints, additional frames, or replacement parts,  
please contact Britten at info@britteninc.com.

ATTENTION
Use a handcart when moving the exterior standee 

display from location to location.

Dragging the display along the ground can 

potentially cause damage to the frame.

STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS

Britten produces everything in-house, making planning and coordinating your project easier than ever.  
We print directly to polyester materials with eco-friendly inks for Infinity frames (and many other applications). 
Contact Britten to order media at 855.763.8205.

NEED 
PRINT??


